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ABSTRACT 

The effect of substitution in families of languages, especially AFL,  is 

considered.    Among the main results shovn are the follTwlng:    The substitution 

of one AFL into another is an AFL.    Under suitable hypotheses,  the AFL generated 

by the family obtained from the rmbstltation of one family into another,  is the 

family obtained from the substitution of the corresponding AFL.    A condition Is 

given for the AFL generated by the substitution closure of a family to be the 

L-vlstitution closure of the AFL generated by the family. 
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SÜBSTITOTION IN FAMILIES OF LANvTUAGES * 

INTOODUCTION 

In an earlier paper [6],  the authors vere led to consider the family of 

"    jfuages obtained f  «he family of linear ooatwtt-frM iiapwgM oy itera^ea 

substitution.    This in turn suggested to us a study of the substitution of one 

arbitrary family of languages into another and is the subject of the present 

work. 

Recently the notion of an AFL (abstract family of languages) was introduced 

[3] as an abstraction of many of the formal languages of concern to computer 

science.    In particular,  it was shown in [3] that tie re is an intimate connec- 

tion between AFL and the families of languages accepted by families of one-way 

nondeterministic acceptor3.    Thus AFL play a special role among arbitrary 

families of languages,  at least for device theory.    The theorems contained 

herein are concerned with the relationship of AFL and substitution.    Ihese 

theorems,  in turn,  are based on lesser results which are concerned with the 

relation of substitution to other operations.    Ihese lesser results are formulated 

in terms of arbitrary famllie? of languages because (l) many of them are interest- 

ing    in their own right and may have oiher applications,   and (2) they isolate 

the iifficulby inherent in the proofs of the main results. 

F-»search sponsored in part by the Air Fcrce Cambridge Research Laboratories, 
Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, under contract FI962867COOO8, and by the 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, 
under AFOSR Grant No.  AF-AFOSR-I203-67. 
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The paper is organized into four sections. The  first one is devoted to 

general concepts of families of languages, to a proo' that under a mild condition 

substitution satisfies a kind of associativity, and to a formulation of the AFL 

properties in terms of substitution. Section two is concerned with showing 

that the substitution of one AFL into another is an AFL. Section three contains 

a proof that under suitable hypotheses the AFL generated by the family obtained 

from the substitution of one family into another is the family obtained from the 

substitution of the corresponding AFL. 

Section four considers iterated substitution and the substitution closure 

of one family with respect to another. A special case is the substitution 

closure of a family. It is shown that the various substitution closures give 

AFL when applied to AFL, and a condition is given for the AFL generated by the 

substitution closure of a family to oe the substitution closure of the AFL 

generated by the family. A condition is also given for the substitution closure 

of a family, not necessarily an AFL, to be an AFL. Ihis specializes to the case 

of the family of linear context-free languages and implies that the substitution 

clocure of this family is a full AFL (a result obtained by other means in [C]), 

Section 1. Families of languages 

In this section we review some concepts about families of languages. We 

also examine certain methods of constructing new families from old, especially 

substituting one family into another. Finally, we consider the concept of an 

abstract family of languages and reformulate it in terms of substitution. 
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Definition.    A family of languages Is a pair (L, X),  or X when Z is understood, 

where 

(1) £ is an infinite set of symbol3, 

(2) for each L in X there is a finite set I^c Z such thatv   ' L S 2^ 

and    (3)   L ft 0 for some L in X. 

Notation.    Given Z in X,  Z. will denote the smallest set Z,  such that L c Z.. 

Henceforth, Z will eüLways denote a given infinite set of symbols and Z with 

a subscript a finite subset of E.    All symbols given or constructed will be 

assumed in Z. 

We now distinguish some elementary conditions for families of languages. 

Definition.    A family of languages X is said to be 

(1) symmetric if it is invariant under all permutations of Z. 

(2) e-free if each L in X is e-free (i.e., e is not in L). 

(3) nontrivial if there is some L in X containing a non-e word« 

We shall be interested in various operations on languages and families 

of languages.    We first present two operations on pairs of families. 

Notation.    Given families of languages X    and X ,  let 

(1) If X2«= (LjO Lg/l^ in tv L2 in Xg). 

(2) Sub (X^ £ )  be the family obtained by substituting languages of X. 

into languages of X , i.e., the family of all sets T(L2), where L« is in X 

and T is a substitution^ ' such that T(a) is in X for each a in Zj^. 

n> ♦ 
'Zi  is the free semigroup with identity e generated by E^ i.e.,   the set of 

all finite strings a1 ...  e^, each a^^ in Z^.    Each element of Z? is called a word 
of Zj. 
(p\ # # vc/Let L c Z, and for each a in Zo let La= Z .    Let T be the function defined on 
Z^ by T(e) ^(e),  T(a) = La for e&ch a in Z-,  and T(a1 ... an)" T(a1) ... T(a ) 
foy each ^ in Z- and tel.    Then T is called a substitution.    T is extended 

2 3 by defining T(X) =   U    T(X) for all X c Z*. 
xin X 3 
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As Is evident from the title,  our interest here Is In substitutions in 

families of languages. 

We next ^      -*nt two operations on a family of languages. 

Notation.    For each i'-imlly £ 1P 

(l)    }   m(X) = {h(L)/l.       J., h a hanonorphlam^' on L},  and 

(2)    Horn (X) ■ {h(li)/L In X, h a restricted homomorphism on IJ   '). (^1 
r 

Clearly Hom(X) and Hoiu (I)  are monotonlcally Increasing in X^',  and both 

X.A T„ and Sub(X , Z ) are monotonlcally increablng In each of the families 

X    tu-1 Xp.    For each family X, Hom(X) and Horn (X) are syDametric, Horn HcmiX) ■ 

Hom(X),   and Hom   Hom (X) » Horn (X).     If X. and X_ are synmetric,  then so is 

X A x .    if i    is symmetric,  then so is b\ib(X., X ) for each family Xg. 

From the definition.   It is trivial that X^ Z    - Xy\ X.  and 

(X-A X )A X ■ X1A(X A X-).    However,  SubCX^ X-) need not equal Sub(X^ X^^). 

For example,  if X, ■ (Er)  and X2 - (L.), vhere L - (a /a In 2L),  then 

SubCX^ X2)  - (((ab)3/a» h In 2^}} / SubCXg, X1)  - ((aV/a, b In 2^)}.    Hovever, 

substitution does have the following associative properties: 

Preposition 1.1.    Let X.,  X2, and X- be families of languages.    Ihen 

(a) »(Xy SubCXg, X3)) C SubCSubCX^ Xg), X3). 

(b) SubCX^ SubCXg, X3)) = Sub(Sub(X1, Xg), Xj if Xg is syumetric. 

\*'A mapping h of 2L  into 2   is called a homomorphlsm if h(xy) ■ h(x)h(y) for 
all x and y In 2L. 
(k) v A hemomorphism h on L is restricted on h if h(w) = e for w in L implies w = € 
ana there Is e positive Integer q such that h(w)f€ for each subword w of length 
2 q  of each word in L. 
(5) NX/The ordering,  of course,  is understood to be by family inclusion. 
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Proof,    (a)    Given L- In JC«, let T« be a substitution of L- b/ languages of 

Z^ ' and T,  a substitution of T2(L-) by languages of Z .    Then 

rA-TÄh^)) ■ T'CL-),  >Aere T' is the substitution such that r'Ca) = T^Tj^a)) 

for each a.    Since Tp(a) is in Zf. and T,  is a s\ibstitution by languages of 

Z , T^T (a)) is in SubCJL, X ).    Therefore T' is a substitution by languages 

of SubU^  X2),   so that Sub(X1,  Sub(X2, X  )) c SubCSubCX^  X2), X-). 

(b)    SiQrpose X« is symraeti ic.    Let L« be in X. and T   a substitution of 

L- by languages of Sub(X,, X_).    Tl:en for each a in ZL ,  T^a) = T,  „(L,    ). i i.      d L_ x, a    ,-_, a 

vhere L«      is in X    and T,      is a svibstitution on IL     by languages of X,. 
d,B. d i.,6. 2 a 

Since X_ is symmetric and £ is infinite,  we may assume that ZL     0. 2L        ■ ^ 
2 ^2, a   ^2, a' 

for a / a'.    Let Z.   " U S,      .    Then there exists a substitution T,  of if by 

languages of X,  such that T,(b) ■ T,     (b) for each a in 2L    and b in Jl. i 1 l,a -L3 -L2^c 

Hence T'CL.) ■ T-^T^L,)), \*iera T2 IS the substitution of L^ by languages of 

X2 defined by T2(a) ■" L       for each a in ZL.    Thus T' is in SubCX^  Sub(X2, X )). 

Therefore   .jo[Sub(X , X2), X ] c SubfX.,  Sub(X-, X_) ], whence equality by (a). 

Remark.    The hypothesis in (b) cannot always be removed and the result be true. 

For example,  let Z »(a^i^l), X^ (U^/lil), X2- {(a1)),  and X-« {{a^ )/i, jai). 

Then SubCX^ X3) = {(e^)},  3ub(X1,Sub(X2, £3)) = {{a2)/l^l),  SubCX^ X,) - Zv and 

SublSubU^, X2), X,] » X-.    Clearly SubCsubCx^ X2), Xg) Is not contained in 

SUD(X1,  SubCX^ X3)). 

Recently,  families of languages with six additional properties have been 

introduced [3] because of their intimate connection with families of languages 

*  'A substitution T is a substitution by languages of X« if T(a) is in X- 

for each a. 
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of interest In computer science.    These families, called "abstract families 

of languages" are currently under extensive investigation and the present 

paper may be viewed as an addition to their literature. 

Definition.    As abstract family of languages (abbreviated AFL)  is a family 

of languages closed under union,  concatenation,  +^,'e-free homomorphism     , 

inverse homomorphism^    ,  and intersection with regular sets.      ' 

* * -1 
If h is a hcmomorphism from S.  into ZL then h   ,  the Inverse hanomorphlsrp, 

is the mapping from 2     into 2     defined by h" (A) - (w/h(w) in A) for each 

Ac 22. 

For our purposes it is convenient to consider a reformulation of the 

closure properties of an AFL,  expressed as follows: 

Notation.    Let R be the faruily of regular sets (over Z) and ft    the family of 

€-free regular sets. 

Proposition 1.2.    fi family Z of languages is an AFL If and only if (l)    ft c Z, 

(2) Sub(fto, Z) C X,  (3) Sub(JC, ft0) C X,  (4) XAft c X,  and (5) Hom^X) C X. 

Proof.    It is known [3] that each AFL satisfies all five of the conditions. 

Thus consider the converse.    Assume Z  satisfies (1) - (5)«    Ems X has all the 

closure properties of -in AFL except possibly for closure under Inverse hcmomorphism. 

Suppose X contains a language containing 6c    It follows from (k) that Z contains 

(e)  and, from (l) and the fact that X is closed under union,  that X contains R. 
__ _      ,_ 
v' yFor each set A c 2 , A =    UA . 

(8) i21 
*  'A homomorphism h is called e-free if h(w) = £ implies w = e. 

If h is a homomorphism from Z? into ££,  then h" ,  the Inverse hoaomorphiam, 

is the mapping from 2     into 2     defined by h   (A) ■ (w/h(w) in A) for each APZ?. 

*    'The family of regular sets is the smallest fanily of languages containing all 
the finite languages and closed under union,   concatenation,  and *,  where 
A* = A   UU) for each A c Z*. 
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It then follows fron Theorem k of [?] that X is closed under Inverse 

homomorphism.    Suppose X is e-free.    By an argument similar to the one given in 

the proof of Theorem k of [7],  it follows that X Is closed under inverse 

homomorphism.    In either case, therefore, X is closed under inverse homomorphism 

and so la an AFL. 

Remark.    In the presence of conditions (2) - (5),  condition (l) is equivalent 

to the condition that X is nontrivial.    That is,  the only ramily X satisfying 

(2) - (5) but not (1)  is the family X = {(e),  0). 

Notation.    Given a family X let AFL(X) be the smallest AFL containing X. 

It is known [3] that AFL(JC) exists for each family X. 

Corollary.    Given a, family X, let X      ■ XUÄ   and for each n* 0 let X^n    ^= 

Sub(Ro, X(n)) if naO (mod 4), x(n+1)- Sub(X(n),  Ro) if n«l (mod4), x'n+1^ 

X^AR if ns2 (modU),  and X^n+1^- Homr(X^) ifn«3(mod4).    Then 

X = X (o) S  ... c X in) 
and AFL (X) =   U X 

üo 
Proof.    Let x' be any AFL containing X.    Then X^ c x' and a simple induction on 

(i) 

(o) 

.(n) .(n) n shows that Xv  ' c X' for all n*0.    'flierefore   U X^ ' c x'.    To complete the 

proof it suffices to verify thao   U X^n' is an AFL. 
/  \ nio 

Clearly   U Xv  ; satisfies condition (l) of Proposition 1.2. 
DM 

Since 

Sub(R0, U X(n)) - Sub(Ro,  U  X(n)) -    u X(n+1^   U X(n), 

M 
n^o nao n mo n?o 

L|rv ' satisfies condition (2).   A similar calculation shows that it satisfies condi- 

tions (k) and (5).    Finally, observe that each substitution T by languages of 

(n) 
U   Xv  ' involves only finitely many languages.     Therefore there is some m such 

na 0 

that T is a substitution by languages of X (m) Konce 
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Sub( U Z^, R  ) =   U    Sub(X^n^ R  ) =    U   Sub(X(r\  R ) 
n^o röo n^l 0 

=   u x^+1) = u x(n), 
r. =1 täto 

^lence condition (3).    Therefore U X^ la an AFL. 
n^o 

A particxilarly important type of   AFL is one which is closed under 

arbitrary homoraorphism.    Ihat is, 

Definition.    An AFL X is said to be full [3] if it is closed under arbitrary 

homomorphism. 

The following result provides a useful reformulation of full AFL. 

Proposition 1.3.    A fai.Tily X of languages is a full AFL if and only if 

(1) Ro C Z,  (2) Sub(R, X) S X,  (3) Sub(X, Ro) = X,  and (4) X A R c X. 

Proof.    Suppose X is a full AFL.    By Proposition 1.2, X satisfies (l),   (3), and 

{k).    By Oheorem 2.h of [3], X satisfies (2). 

Now assume X satisfies the above conditions.    Then X satisfies condition 

(l) - (4) of Proposition 1.2.    Since each homomorphism is a substitution by 

languages of R,  (2) above implies X is closed under homomorphism.    Thus X 

satisfies (l)  - (?) of Proposition 1.2 and so is an AFL.    Being closed under 

arbitrary homomorphism, X is a full AFL. 

Notation.    For each AFL X,  let AFL_(X) be the smallest full AFL containing X. 

Corollary.  Given a family X,  let X^= XL'R   and for each rüso, let X^n+1' = 

Sub(R, X(r^) if n»o(mod3), X^n+1^  -   Sub(X^, Ro) if n»l(mod3),  and X^n+1^ 

X^A R if n32(mod3).    Then X = X^ = ... = X^ = ...  and AFLf(X) -   U X^. 
IÄO 

The proof is analogous to that of ehe corollary to Proposition 1.2 and 

is omitted. 
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Section 2.    Substitution of AFL 

In this section we show that the substitution of an AFL into an AFL is 

an AFL.    To do this we first prove two technical lemmas.    The first asserts a 

kind of distributivity of regular set intersection with respect to substitution 

and the second a kind of distributivity of Horn   with respect to substitution. 

(Hiese lemmas are also used in section k.) 

Notation.    Let 5   bo the family of c-free finite sets.   o 

Note that 9    is symmetric and 3ub(? , 9) ■ ' . 
o 000 

IfgOg 2.1.    For all families of languages X.   and X^ 

SubCX^ X  )A R S Sub(X1A ft,  Sub(yo,  X  )A ft). 

Proof.    Let X^ = Sub^, X2).    Then XgC X' and Sub(X1,  X )A ft C SubCX^ X^A ft. 

By (b) of Proposition 1.1,  Sub(7o, X') - Sub(7 ,  Sub(y , X )) « 

Sub(Sub(yo, >0)l X2) = Sub(yo, X2).    Ihus 

Su^X^ ft,   Sub(?o, Xg) Aft) = Sub(X^ft,   Sub(7o,  X2)Aft). 

Hence it suffices to show the lemma for X    replaced by X'.    Thus,  without Joss 

of generality,  we may assume that Sub(7 , X2) = X .    Using this assvunption it 

suffices to show 

Sub(X1,  X2)AftC Sub(XA«,  £^\ ft.) 

Since X    is closed under substitution hy 7 ,  it follows that X« is 

symmetric.    Let L2 be in X    and let T, be a subttitution of L« by languages in 

I,.    Let R be a regular set, with R c IL .    ||  ^Ätending Z1 if necessary, we may 

assume that T^L ) B JL.    since X    is symmetric, we may assume that LJ= Z^ with 

E^nz   = p.    Let T2 be the substitution on L   defined by T-(a) - a T1(a) for each 

a in Z2.    Let h be the homoraorphism on (Z-UZ«)    defined by h(a) = e for each a 
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in Z    and h(b) = b for eacii b in IL.    Then T,  ■ hx- and 

T^L^DR   =hT2(L2)nR   -htT^^h'^R)]. 

Since R is regular, h" (R) is regular [5],    Bins there exists an fsa^     ' 

A = (K, J^UZg,  6,Po, F) such that ^* T(A) = h'^R).    Let 

R' ■ (T(A)n{€}) U((a:L,po,p1)  ...  (am,pm_1,pm)/iÄl,  each a^^ in Zg, 

each p. in K, and p in F). 

As is veil knovn [2],  R' is regular. 

For each (a,p,q) in L^ KXK, let 

R(a»P>q) = (v in ZL/6(p, aw) = q}. 

15ien RCa^p^q) is regular (since R(a,p,q) ■ T(B), where B is the fsa 

(K, 1^,  6, 6(p,a), (q))). Let T. be the substitution defined on (E x K x K )* 

by T_((a,p,q)) - a RCa^q) for each (ti,p,q) in E0X K x K. Ihen TJE')  is the 

subset of h" (R) of all words that do not begin with a symbol of L..    Since 

T-(L9) contains no word beginning with a symbol of ZL, 

T2(L2) nh'^R) =T2(L2) nT3(R'). 
w 

Let T be the substitution on Z defined by T/(a) ■ {a)x K x K for each a 

in Z and r"  the substitution on (Z x K x K)* by T''((a,p,q)) - T2(a) for 

each (a,p, q). Then r„  ■ T'T , so that 

T2(L2) n h'^R) -T'T'^) riT^R'). 

*  'As fsa (finite state acceptor) Is a 5-tuple A ■ (K, Z., 6,p ,F), where (i) 
K and Z, are finite sets (of steles and Inputs, resp.), (il) 6 is a function 
from KXZ, to K (the next state fanctlon), (iii)8 is an element of K(the start 

state), and (v) F c ^ (the set of accepting states). Ihe function 5 is extended 
inductively to K x z^ by letting ö(p,€') ■ p and 8(p,a- ... a ) ■ 
6[6(p,a, ... an_i)>

a
n] 

for each p in K, each nil, and each a-, ..., a in Z.. 

(^'For each fsa A, T(A) = (w in ^/«(p^w) in F). It is knovn [8] that a 

set R c Z* is regular if and only if T(A) - R for some fsa A. 
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Let r" be the substitution on (Z   x K x K)    defined by 

-^((a^q)) =T"((a,p,q)) 0 T3((a,p,q)) 

» arr^a) 0 aR(a,p,q) 

for each (a,p, q). 

We now show that 

(#) TV(L2) n^CR7) -T^r'CLg) OR']. 

Since T3((a,p,q))= T/'((a,p,q)) 0 T3((a,p,q)), we have T^R') C T3(R') and 

T^r'apjc T"[T'(L2)J.    BIU8 

T^r'CLg) OR'jc TJ r'd^) n TJ(R') 

s T" T'C^) n TgCR'). 

To see the reverse containment,  assume w is in T
//
T
/
(L-) 0 T-(R

/
). 

Suppose w ■ e.    3hen e is in Lp and In R', since r"r' and T_ are €-free 

substitutions» therefore e is in T-[T (Lp) 0 R'J.    Suppose w / €.    Ihen 

w ■ a-x.   ...  a x   for son» cpl,  some a.,   ...,  a   in £_,  and some 

x^   ..., x    in Z*.    Since w is in TVCO 
a Tp(L2),  it follows that a1 ...  a 

is in L2 and x   is in T1(a.) for each i.    Define p. in K by induction on i so 

that pJ+1 = SCpj, aJ+1Xj+1) for each J, 0 ^ J < q.    Let w2 » 

(VV5!^ *" ^Vpq-i'pq^   since w ls ^ T3(R/^ W2 is ^ R/•   since T^a^ " 
(a) x K x K for each a, w2 is in r'ie^  ... a ). Therefore w2 is in T'CL ) fl R7. 

By definition of r",  a^ is in ^(^/P«.-^?*) for 1 s i s q. Therefore, 

w is in r*(v2)  so that w is in <[T,(L2) 0 R'J. Hence T^T^Lg) 0 T-(R') B r" 

[r'iL^ n R'], implying (*). 

(13) A substitutiofl T is €-free if e in T(a) implies a = e. 
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From (♦),   it follcws that 

r^Lg) 0 R -h[T2(L2) n h'^R)] 

-htT'r'd^) n^R')] 

= hT3[T/(L2) n R']. 

Now r'iL2) is in Sub^, £2) = X2 and T^Lg) fl R' is in Z^ R.    The composite 

hr'-l is a substitution such that hT/'((a,p,q)) ■ ^arJa) 0 8R(a,p,q)] ■ 

T1(a) H R(a,p,q) for each (a,p,q).    Since T^a) Is in X,  and R(a,p, q) in R, hT* 

is a substitution by sets of X-A R.    Therefore T,(L2) 0 R is in 

SubCX^ R, X A R),  and the lemma is proved. 

Ohe result pertaining to the distributivity of Horn   is 

Lenma 2.2.    For all families of languages X1 and X^ 

Homr[Sub(X1, X2)] B Sub[Homr(X1A R), Hon\r(Sub^, Xg))]. 

Proof.    Let L^ be a language in X ,  j a siobstltution of Lp by languages of 

X , ^i = ^ fL V    2 " \ '  arid h a hQ,nomorPhiaffl froBi L. to Z_ which is 

restricted on T(L_).    By definition of E^,  for each a in E-,  there is a word w in 

L2 containing an occurrence of a.    Let R be the «et containing € and all words w 

in 2^ such that h(w) / e.    Ihen R ■ (c) U h" (£_) is a regular set.    Since,  for 

each a in Z ,  each subword of a word of T(a) is also a subword of some word of 

TCL«), h is restricted on T(a) fl R.    lot r* be the substitution by languages 

of Homi.(X1AR) defined by r'^a) ■ h[T(a) 0 R] for each a in L . 

For each a in E. let a' be a new symbol and let E' ■ (a'/a in E-).    Let T' 

be the substitution on E| defined by r'Ca) ■ (a) if T(a) contains e or hT(a) is 

€-free,  and r'Ca) = (a,a') if T(a) is €-free and hr(a) contains €.      Then r' is 

a substitution by languages of f ,    Let h' be the homomorphism on (EJJ E')* defined 

t 
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hy h'(e.) ■ a and h'Ca') - e for each a In Z«.    Ihen h' is restricted on T (L ). 

[For let L^ = {a/r'Ca) = a) and 2L ■ (a/r^a) = (a,a')).    By definition of r', 

tor each a in Z,. there is a ncn-e vord w   in T(a)  such that h(w ) • e.    Since h P ft & 

is restricted on T(L2) it follows that (a) L2 0 E= L 0 U) and (6) there 

exists q^O such that any sub word cf length > q of a word of Lp contains an 

occurrence of an element of ZL. NOW (a) implies that if h'Cw') ■ € for w' in 

r'CLp) then w' = c, and (fl) implies that if h'iu')  ■ e for a subword u' of some 

word of T'CO then [u'l^q.  Therefore h' is restricted on -r'CO.j  Therefore 

h'r'CLg) is a language In Homr(Sub(yo, Xg)), so that T#II'T'(L) is In 

Sub[Homr(X1A R), Homr(Sub(5o, X ))]. 

To complete the proof it suffices to show that hrCl^)" T^hVCL-). 

Therefore let w be a word in L-. We shall show that hT(w) ■ T'h'-r'Cw). If 

w ■ €, then hT(w) ■ e ■ r'hV'Cw). Assume w - SL, ... a , nil, each a. in £_. 

By definition, 

M^ ••• an) ■ iH^) "•  h(wn)/w1 in T^)). 

For each i, let w. be a word of ri*.).    Let J be the set of all J such that 

h(w ) « € and T(a,) is e-free, and let j' ■ (l, ..., n) - J. Then h(w./) is in 

T'(a./) for each j' in j'. For each 1, 1 < i 1 n, let b. ■ a' if i fs in J and 

bi » a^^ if i is in j'. Since h(w ) - c and T(a ) is €-free for each J in J, 

^l "• bn 
l8 ^ r'(*i •"  ftn)' If i is in J then h'Cb^ « c - h(w ) and Mw.) 

is in r'h'Cbj). If i is in j', then h'C^) - a1 and h(wi) is in T"(a1). Thus 

hCwj^) ... h(wn) is In r'^h'^ ... bn)), so that hT(w) S TVT'CW). 

To see the reverse containment, note that 

TVT'^ ... an) - (^ ... u^ inrV^), b1 in T
/(ai)). 
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For each i,   if b.  = a' then h/(b1) = e,  u.  = ^(ajis €-free,  and hT(a.) 

contains e = u.j   and If b.  ■ a.,  then u.  Is In T"(a.)  ■ h[T(a.) 0 R] c hT(a.). 

In either case, u, is in ^(a.).    Ihus u,   ... u   is in hT(a,   ...  a ) and 

r'h'i '(w) c hT(w). 

We are now ready for the main result of the section. 

Theorem 2.1.    if X, and C    are AFL,  then so is SubCX.,  X ). 

Proof.    Since «ex.  and R c X0,  it follows that ft    = Sub(R ,ft )C Sub(X-, X). Thus —-— o      1 02 o 00 12 

SubCX,, X )  satisfies (l) of Proposition 1.2.    By Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, 

Sub(Ro,  9i3b(£v X2)) = Sub(Sub(fto, X1), X2) C Sub(Xr *2) 

and 

aUbOdbCXp X2), fto) = 9ab{tlt SdbCXg, Ro)) c ^(X^ X2). 

Thne SubCX^ X )  satisfies conditions (2)  and (3) of Proposition 1.2.    By 

Lemma 2.1, 

SubCX^  X2) A ft c Sub^A R,  Sub(yo,  X2) A ft) = Sub(X1,  X2). 

By Lemma 2. 2, 

Hom^Sub^, X2)] C SublHom^X^ ft),  Homr(Sub(7o,  XJ)] fi SubCX^ X2). 

Ihus Sub(X1, X ) satisfies conditions (4) and (5) of Proposition 1.2. 

Hence Sub(X , X )  is an AFL. 

Corollary 1.    If X    is a full AFL and X    is an AFL,  taen SubCX-, X  ) la a full 

AFL. 

Proof.    By Theorem 2.1,  Sub^,  X ) is an AFL.    By Propositions 1.1 and 1.3, 

we have 

Sub(ft,   SubCX^ Xg)) = Sub^Sub(ft, Z^), Z^ S Sub(X1, X ). 

Thus SubCX^ X  ) satisfies (l) - (4) of Proposition 1,3 and so is a full AFL. 
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Corollary 2.     If X is an AFL,  then AFLf(X) = öab(a, X). 

Proof.    By n-^ollary 1,   3ub(R, X) is a full AFL.     If X' is any full AFL con- 

taining X,  then 3üb(R, X) 6 Sub(R, T') C X' by (2) of Proposition 1.3.    Ihus 

Sub(R, X) is the smalleot full AFL containing X,   i.e.,  3ub(R, X) = AFLf(X). 

Remarks (l) Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 1 both hold if X    is a family of languages 

such that Sub(R . .-2) is an AFL.    For in this case 

d*{£lt X2) c SubCX^  Cub(R0, X2)) - SubCSut^X^ Ro), Xg) c SubCX^ Xg). 

Thtis SabiZ^ X  ) - SubCX^  Sub((lo, Xg)) is a (full) AFL if X1 is a (full) AFL. 

In particular,  the results are valid if X« is a pre-AFL or €-free pre-AFL [k]. 

Similarly, Corollary 2 is valid if X is any family of languages such that 

Sub(R . X) is an AFL, hence if X is a pre-AFL or e-free pre-AFL. 

(2) Bieoreiu 2.1 suggests the following general problem (vhich is not 

studied here):    "Identify" 3ub(X1, £ ) for veil-known AFL^ and X  . 

Section 3.   AFL of Substitutions 

This section is concerned with relations between substitution and the 

AFL generated by a family.    The main result asuerts that,  with suitable 

hypotheses, 

AFL(Sub(X1, X2)] - Sub[AFL(X1),  AFl^Z^]. 

In order to prove the main result,   a sequence of lensnas is needed. 

Lemma 3.1.    Let X. be an e-free (or arbitrary) family of languages.    Ihen    for 

«rvery family of languages X«, 

Sub(X1A R, XgA R) c Homi>[ Sub(X1U3f
o,  3ub(7o, Xg)) AR ] 

(or      3ub(X1A R, XgA R)c HomtSUb(X1U>0,   Svib^, O) A ft]). 
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Proof.    We prove the lemma for the e-free case,  the argument for arbitrary 

X,  differing trivially. 

Let L2 be in Z^ R2 in R,  and consider I^H R^  with LgU R2= Z*.    Let T 

be a s\jbstitution on ZL by languages of X-A R.    Then for each a in Z~  T(a) = 

L 0 R .  \rtiere L   is in Z.   and R    is in R.    For each a in Z- let a' be a new a     a' a l a 2 

symbol and let z' = (a'/ei in Z^}.    Let T   be the substitution on Z- defined by 

T^a) = (a'a) for each a.    Then T' is a substitution by languages of ? .  so 

that r'CLp) is in Sub(7o, X?).    Let T" be the substitution on (Z-U Z')* defined 

by T"{B.')  = (a')  and T"(a) = L   for each a in Z0.    Then r" is a substitution a c. 

by languages of Z^J 9^   so that T'T'CLJ is in Sub^U 9^  Sub(yo, X )].    Let 

R' = (      U        a'R )* and let R"  = T'^R,.), where rw is the substitution on Z* 
a in Z2       a 2 2 

defined by T"'(a) = a' Z?      for each a.    Then R' and R"  are regular sets,       ' 
a 

and T"T/(L2)nR/n R" is in SubU^ ?o,  Sub^, X2) ]A ft.    Let h be the homomorphism 

such that hCa') = € for each a' and h(b) = b if b is a symbol not in Z^.    Since 

X    is e-free,  h cannot erase two consecutive symbols of a word in T"T
,
(LJ). 

Furthermore,   if w is in T"T (L-) and h(w) = e,  then w = e.    Therefore h is 

restricted on T
/,
T'(L2) and thus restricted on T^T^L )n R'D R". 

To complete the proof it suffices to show that T(LJ") R.) = 

h[T//T/(L )n R'n R"].    Let w be any word in Z .    If w = e,  then T(€) ={€) = 

h[T"T (€)n R'].    Suppose w = a-   ...   a ,  oatl, each a,  in Z^.    Ihen 

T(W)  = (w.   ... w /w.  in L   0 R    ) 
l n'   1 a,      a. 

= hla/w.   ...  a'w /w.   in L   OR    ) 1 1 n n'   1 a.      a. 
__  
v  'Regular sets are closed under intersection [8] and under substitution by 
regular sets [1]. 
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- htCa^ ... *^n/n±  in ^M^  ... a^^ in R^)] 

Iherefore T(W) = h[T*T/(w)n R'] for every word v in Z^.    Hence 

T(L^I R2) -mr'T'Cyi R2)n R']. 

Clearly r'^^Rg^ R".    Hence TV(I^I R2)C T'T'CL^ R//-   we prove the 

reverse inclusion,  thereby obtaining equality. 

Suppose w is in T//T/(L2)n R",    Araume v - e.    üben € is in T*T (lu) and in R", 

thus in 1^ and in Rp.    Hence € in in LJ) R^ and therefore in r'r'iLJ) R.). Assume 

w ■ a^ ... a^vn, nil, is in T'T'COOR*'. Dien each w. is in L   ,   and a.  ... a 

is in 1^ and in R2.    Bierefore v j.a In T#T'(L^IR2).    Thua T'T^Lg^R'St'T'ClJlR ). 

Since TV(L/1 R2) = T'T'CL^D R', ve have 

T(L^I R2) =hiTV(L,/i R2)n R'j 

Lemma 

= h[TV(L2)n R'n R'J. 

3.2.    Let X2 be a family of languages.    Then 

(a) for each e-free symmetric family X,, 

Sub[Homr(X1), £2] = Hom^lSubCX^ Xg)]. 

(b) for each €-free family X^ 

Sub[X1,  Homr(X2)] = Hon^CSvibtX^ 9^ Sub^, X2)]). 

Proof.(a)    Let L2 be in X    and T e substitution of ET   by languages of Horn (X.), 

Ihen for each a in 2L , T(a) " h (L ),  where L   is in X    and h   is restricted 

on L .    Since X    is symmetric, we may assume that £. D £_ - 0 for a ^ b.    Then 

there is a homoraorphism h on (UZ.  )* such that h(x) ■ h (x),  where x is in E.   . 
a   a « a 

Hence T is the composite hr', where T    is the substitution on 21    defined by 

r'Ca) ■ L   for each a.    Since T; is a sutfbtitution by lengtiages of X,,   it 
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siiffices to show that h is restricted on r'{LJ). 

Since h    is restricted on L   for each a there exists a >0 such that a a Ti 

Iw'l^a    ^lenever w' is a subword of a word of L    and h (w')  = e.    Furthermore, 

since L    is e-free,  h (w)  ^ c for each w in L .    Let q = raax{q/a} and consider 
£18. cl "a- 

h on T'CL ). If w' is a subword of a word of r^Lp), then w' is a subword of a 

word of the form w, ... w , with w. in L  for each i. Also, w ■ 1 n 1 a. 

w.'w ... wi iw!> where i « J, w. is a subword of w., and w' is a subword of 

w,. Ihus [w't^q and |w'|sq. Suppose h(w) = e. Hien w ^^...w. = e, so that 

|w/|^2q.    If w'  is a word of T'(L0),   that is,  w'  = w.   ...  w ,   each w.   in L 
c X II X { 

and if h(w)  = e;  then w.  = e for each i,   so that w = t.    Therefore h is 

restricted on T^L-) and the proof of (a) is complete. 

(b) Let Lp be in Z-, h a homomorphism restricted on L ,   and T a 

substitution on Z. /     v by languages of i,.    Let c be a symbol not occurring in 

Z.fT\Urh{L)  and let T' be the substitution on IL    defined by T^a) =(ch(a)) 

for each a in IL   .    Clearly r^Lp) Is in Sub(y . X  ),    Let T" be the substitution 

on ({cjU ^(L))* defined by T'^C) = (c) and T"(b) = T(b) for b in \fLy    Then 

T"[T'(1J )] Is in Sub[X U 7 ,  Sub(y , X  )].    Let h' be the homomorphism on iybf/r. ) 

defined by h'(c)  = e and h'Cb) = b for b in Z #   ,/    x  - (c).    Obviously Th(w) = 
«. ^ T ^ bp) 

h'r'r'Cw) for each w in IL. 
^2 

To complete the proof it siiffices to show that h' is restricted on T*T'(I^). 

S\ippose there exists w in Lp and w in T'^^W) such that h'Cw') = e. Ihen e is 

in Th(w). Since • is a substitution by e-free sets, h(w) = €. Since h is 

restricted on L , w = e. Hence w' = e. Suppose there exists w ^ e in L- and a 

subword w' of some word in T'^^W) such that h'iv') =  e. The. w' = c for some 

k> 0 . Let w = EL ... a , each a. in IL . Then there exist positive 
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integers i and J,  with 1 < J,  and words u.,  \+-,>   •••> ui.i* ui suc^1 that 

u.  end u. are subwords of words In cTh(a.)  and CTh(a.) reap, u   Is a word in 

CTh(a ) for each m,  i < m < J,  and w' = u.u.^ ... u.-u,.    Thus 1^(^-11+2. 

Since £.  is e-frec, h(a ) = e for each m.  1 < rr < j.    Since h is restricted 
1 ra ' 

on L^  there exists <i>0  such that Iv|<q   If h(v) = e and v is a subword of 

a word In L .    Hence    |j-i(<q + 2;  so that Iw'!« k< q+k.    Therefore h' la 

restricted on T"T (L«). 

Remark.    Ihe method of proof of Lemma 3*2 shows that both parts (a) and (b) 

hold if the €-free condition 00 £.  is dropped and Horn   is replaced throughout 

by Horn. 

Lemma 3'3'    Let Z0 be a family of languages such that Sub(R , £ )£ £    and let 

X   be a (full) AFL.    Given an e-free (arbitrary)  symmetric    family X 

containing Äo such that Sub(X, X ) S 1      then Sub(AFL(X), X ) C X    (Sub(AFL (X), 

x2) = X3). 

Proof.    Let A be the collection of all €-free (or arbitrary) symmetric families 

X' confining Rc and such that Sub(X/, Xg) S X^.    Let {X^n'}n2o be defined with 

respect to X as in the corollary to Proposition 1.2 (the corollary to Proposition 

1.3).    Then X^  = X. 

We shall show that X7 in A ircplles Sub(R ,  X7) (or Sub(R,X/)), 

,(15) 
o' 

Sub(X/, Ro), X'A R, and Homr(X
/)u:)'' are all In A. By inductior on n it will 

then follow that each X^ ' is in A. Clearly each of the above sets is symmetric. 

Also, 

^1'5'Homr(X
/) is omitted if X is not t-free. 
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Sub[Sub(Ro, l')»^] = Svb^0> Sub{Z',Z2)] C Sub(Ro, X3) = X 

(or      Sub[Sub(R,  Z'),  Xg]  = SubfR,   SubiZ*, t^)] =  Sub(R,  X ) C X  ) 

and      Sv3b[Sub(X/, ^»Z^  = Sub[X/, Sub(Ro,X2) ] C  Sub^', Xg) E X  . 

Jlearly SubCxV R, X2) E SubCx'A R, X^ R.)    Since RoC X', fG z'.    Thus, by 

Lemma 3 • 1» 

SubCX'A R,  X2) S Hom^SubCx', Sub(7o, Xg)) A R] 

C Homr[Sub(X/, X2)A R] 

C HornJX.A R] 
r   3 

(or      Svib(X/A R, Z0) S Hom(X A R) S X  ). 

By Lemma 3.2 (a), 

SublHora^X7), X2) S Homr[Sub(X/, X2)] 

C Homr(X3) 

= x3. 

It nov follows that the sequence of families {Xv ')   defined for X a3 

in the corollary to Proposition 1.2 (or the corollary to Proposition 1.3) is 

in A. To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that UX^ ' is 

(n) n20 

in A. Clearly UXV ' is e-free if X is €-free, contains R , and is symmetric. 
1:120 U\ 

Suppose T is a substitution of L in X by languages of l^ '. Then T(Lp) 
/ \    nio / \ 

involves only a finite number of languages of UX^  . Since £^ ' is increasing 

in n, there exists m such that T is a substitution by languages of X^ . Hence 

Sub( U X(n),X ) = U Sub(X(n), X ) E X . 
nso       nio 3 

Therefore   UX^   ' is in A and the proof is complete, 
nio 
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Next we have the analogue to Lemma 3*3 for the second variable in 

Stoitj, X2). 

Lemma 3.k.    Let X. be a family of languages containing R    and such that 

SubCX^ ao) C X1,    Let X   be an AFL, with X^ £ ,  ari let X be a family of 

languages such that Sub(X1, X) c X  .    If X.  is e-free (or X. is a full AFL), 

then Sub[X1, AFL(X)] B X    (or Sub(X1, AFLf(X)) S X ). 

Proof.    Let A be the collection of all families X'such that Sub(X , X') C X . 

Let I*     J-^« be tiie sequence of families defined for X in the corollary to 

Proposition 1.2 (or the corollary to Proposition 1.3).    Since x'0' = X U R   and 
0 

Sub^,  Ro) c XjC X3, 

Sub(X1, X(o^)  = Sub(X1, X) U Su^X^  Ro) C X  . 

Therefore X^0'  is in A.    We shall show that X' in A implies Sub(R , X') 

(or Sub(R, X')),   Sub(X/, Ro), X'A R,  and Hom^X') ^l6^ are all in A. 

Clearly 

Sub(Xr   Sub(Ro, X')) = Svib(Sub(X1,  Ro), X') 

C Sub(X1, X') = X 

(or      Sub(X1,  Süb(R, X')) = Sub[Sub(X1,  R), l'] 

= Sub[Sub(X1, ll0XJ(f), £'] 

= WbCXjüCt), X'] 

S HomSub(X1, X') 

and     Sub[X1,  Sub(X/, Ro) ]= Sub[Sub(X1, X'),  »,,], by (a) of Proposition 1,1, 

C Sub(X3,  Ro) 

CX3. 

^  0^Hom^(X/) is omitted if X. is a full AFL. r^ 3 
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Nov    SubCX^ X'A ft) C Sub(X1A R, X'A R) 

C Homr(Sub[X1U7o,  Sub(7o, X^JAR),  by Lemma 3.1, 

= Homr(Sub[X1,   Sub(yo, X')] A R) 

- Homr(Sub[Siib(X1, 9 ), £'] A R) 

C Homr(Sab[X1, X'] A R) 

C Horn (X0A R) s X_ rx 3      '       3 

(or    Sub(Xi; X'A R) = Hom(X A R) S X-). 

By Lemma 3.2(b), 

Su^X^ Hom^X7)) c Hom^SiiblX^ 70,  Sub^,  X')]) 

= Homr(Sub[Sub(X;L, 7J, X']) 

C Homr[Sub(X1, X')] 

From the above,  it follows that Xv  ' is in A for each n^O .    Then 

3ub(X1, AFL(X)) = Sub(X1, U X^n^) 
rßo /  \ 

c u Sub(X1, xw) 
n^o 

= X3 

(or,   similarly,  Sub(X1, AFLf(X)) C X ) and the proof is complete. 

Lemma 3.5.    Let X. be an e-free (arbitrary) fam-      of languages containing 7 

such that Sub(X1, 5 ) c X ,  and let X   be a nontrivial family of languages. 

Then X1 C AFL[Sub(X1, Xg)]  (or X^ AFLf[Sub(X1, Xg)]). 

Proof.    Let L« be a language in X    containing a word of length tel and let 

L. be a language in X-.    [L^ exists cince X    is nontrivlal. ]    Let c be a new 

symbol.    Since 7= X^  (c)  is in t^.    Since Sub(X , 7 ) c X , lie, hence 

L^c U{c),  is in £..    Let T be the substitution on ZL defined by T(a) = L-c U(c) 
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+    k 
for each a in ET  .    Then T(L-) is in Sub(i1, £.).    Thus T(L_) 0 ZL C    and 

T(L2) n ^_ ck are in AFLCSubU^ X2)].    Ihen I^c^CLg) ^ Z^ ck (l^c* = T(L2)ni^c 

or 1^^ = T(L2) 0 EJ_ ck).     Bius 1^^ is in AFLtSub^, Xg)] 

(AFLf[SubCX^ X )]).    Let h be the homomorphism on (21 U(cJ)    defined by 

h(c) = e and h(b) = b for b in ZL  .     Then h is restricted (arbitrary homomor- 

k k   ^• phism) on I^c    and 1^= hCl^c ) is in Homr[AFL(Sub(X1, X ))] C AFL (Sub(X1, X )) 

(or 1^ is in Hom[AFLf(Sub(Xr X )] S AFLf[Sub(X1, X )]). 

We are nov ready for the main result of the s-ction. 

Theorem ^.1,    Let X. be an e-free (or arbitrary) syrametric family of languages 

containing R    and let X   be a nontrivial family of languages.    If either 

Sub(Ro, X2) C X2 or Sub(X1,  Ro) C X^   then 

AFL[Sub(Xr X2)J = SubfAF^),  AFL(X2) ] 

(or      AFLf[Sub(X1, Xg)] = SubtAFL^), AFLf(X2)].) 

Proof.    We only consider the case when X    is e-free,   since the other case can 

be treated similarly. 

By Theorem 2.1, SubfAFL^), AFL(X )j is an AFL.    Since this AFL contains 

3ub(X1, X ),   it follows that 

AFL[Sub(X1, X2)]C atibliFUlj), AFL(X2)]. 

Consider the reverse inclusion.    First assume that Sub(R , X^J C X^. 
* 0*    2'        2 

Since Sub(X1, X2) C .4FL[Sub(X1, X2)], by Lemma 3.3 we obtain 

(*)      Sub[AFL(X1), Xg] c AFL[Sub(X1, Xg)]. 

Since X    is a nontrivial family, 

AFL(X1) C AFL[Sub(AFL(X1), X2) ], by Lemma 3.?, 

(**) c AFLtSubCX^ Xg)], by (*). 
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By (**),  (*),   and Lenma 3.1», 

SübiPFUZ^), AFL(X2)] = AF^Subd^  X2)]. 

Next assvnne that Svib(X1, ft) c X..     Since X    Is a nontrivlal family, 

XjC Ollatoilj, X2)] by Lemma 3-5.     Since SubCX^ Xg) S AF^SvibCX^ Xg)] 

Sub[-:1, AFL(X2)] = AFLCSubCX^ Xg) ] 

by Lemma S«^«    Then,  by Lemma 3.3, 

Sub[AFL(X1),  AFL(X2)] C AFL[Sub(Xr  Xg)]. 

Remarks,    (l) The proof of Theorem 3-1 shows that the inclusion 

AFLlSubCX^ X2)] = SUb[ArL(X1),  AFL(X2) ] 

(or   AFLf[Sub(X1, Xg)] S Sub[AFLf(X1),  AFLf(X2)]) 

is valid with no hypotheses on X^, or X  , 

(2)    The reverse inclusion in remark (l),  thus Theorem 3«^ is not valid 

without some hypotheses.    For example,  if X.  Is the trivial family consisting 

of Just U),  then Sub(X2, X2) » Xj^ and AFL[Sub(X1, X2)] «ft « AFL^SubCX^ X )] 

need not contain Sub[AFL(X1), AFIi(X2) ] - AFLf(X2) = Sub[AFLf(X;L),  AFrlf(X2)]. 

Similarly,  if X2 is the trivial family,  then AFUSub^, X )] = ft - AFLf[Sub(X , 

X  )] need not contain SubCAFL^), ft) which contains AFI^XJ.    If X.  - a   and 

X    is the AFL generated by (aV/nil),  then Sub(ft , X ) = X , AFL[Sub(X , X  )] 

= APLfX^ = fto,   and Sub[AFL(X1), AFL(X2) ]  = Sub(fto, X2) = X^ 

Section k.    Iterated substitution 

We are interested in families of languages closed with respect to substitu- 

tion into another family,  or closed with respect to substitution by languages 
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of another family.    If a family lacks the desired closure property,  then we 

apply the substitutions In question and enlarge the original family by adding 

the languages obtained by these substitutions.    Iterating this procedure leads 

to a family containing the original one and having the desired closure property. 

This sc-ction contains the definitions and some results about iterated 

substitution.    In particular, we show that iterated substitution applied to an 

AFL yields an AFL.    We present a condition that guarantees the substitution 

closure of a family to be an AFL even if the original family is not an AFL. 

Definition. Let X1 and X   be families of languages.    Then X    is closed under 

X1 substitution if SubCX^ X ) B X .    Hie closure of X    under X    substitution 

is the smallest family containing X    and closed under X.   substitution. 

Since the intersection of all families containing X_ and closed under 

X    substitution (the family of all sets L c £. c £   Is one such family) is 

also such a family,  the closure exists.    In Lemma k,l, we shall show how to 

calculate it. 

Notation.    Given X^^ and Xg,  let Sub (X^ X ) ■ X    and, by Induction, 

Sub^X^ X2) = SubfX^ Ö Sub1(X;L, Xg)] for each IäO.    Let Sub"^, Xj - 

U Sub^X,, X ). 
i=o x     * 

Note that for every X., X-,   and k, 

SubCX^  Subk(Xp X2)]=   S    Sub[X1,  Sub^X^ I )] 

= Sub[X ,    } SubVv O] 
•L   i=o x     ^ 

c aaFHty x2). 
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k-1 
Also,   for each lOtl, 

Sub^X^ z2) = SÜbU^V Sub^, x2)] 

k        1 
C Sub[Xr U Sub1^,  X  )] 

o 

= Sub^X^ X2). 

It is not necessarily true that X    = Sub0(X     X ) E Sub (X  , X  ). [For example, 

let X1 = {{ab}) and X2 = ({a}).    Thus Sub^^X^ X2) = X^  vhich does not 

contain X2 = Sub^X^ X ).] 

Suppose X^^ contains {a) for each a In Z.    Eien X c SubCX^ X  ) for every 

family X   .    Ihus,  for every teO, 

Sub^X^ X2) = 3ub[X1,    U Sub^X^ X2)] 

= 3ub[X1,  acb\£lt X2) ] . 

Lemma 4.1.    The family Sub (X , X  ) le the closure of X    under X    substitution. 

Proof.    Let X be the closure of X    with respect to X substitution.    Since 

subtx^ subk(x1,x2)]c sub^Xp J:2), 

subLX^ sub^x^ x2)] = sub[x1, y sub^x^ x2)] 

= 0 SubEX^  Sub^, x2)] 

= 0 sub^^x^ x2) 

= sub^x^ x2). 
00 . . 00 

Thus Sub  (X,,  X  )  is closed under X    substitution,  so that X C Sub (X ,  X ). 
v 

To see the reverse containment,   it suffices to show that Sub (X , X ) C X 

for each kzO.    By definition,  Sub^X^ X2)  - X^ X.    Continuing by Induction, 

suppose Sub (X1, X2) = X for 0 s 1 < k,  lol.     Then 
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k lc-1 

SvtK {£lt £2) - Scb[£lt    U   Sub^Xp X2)] C SubCX^ X) C X. 

Thus the induction is extended and the proof is complete. 

Definition.     Let X.   and Xp be families of languages.    A family X.   is closed 

under substitution in X- if Süb(X1, X  ) c X .    The closure of X    under 

substitution in X. is the smallest family containing X..  and closed under 

substitution in X_. 

Again,   it is easily seen that the closure exists. 

Notation.    Given X    and X ,  let Sub (X ,  X ) = X^^ and, by induction, 

k 
Subk+i^i' £2) = Subf u Sübi('cr tz*' £2] far each lö0,   L8t Sub=o(j:i' £2) ' i=o 
00 

^0 Sub^X^ X2). 

Again,   Sub^X^ X  ) C S^k+xC1!»  -y for k;&1-     If ^o contalns ^a^  for 

some a in Z,   then Sub (X,,  X.) = X.c  Siib^X.,  X_). 
O    1       2 1 112 

Lemma k.2.    The family Sub^X , X ) is the closure of X   under substitution in 

Proof.    Let X be the closure of X, under substitution in X .    As in the proof 

of Lemma 4.1,   it is easily seen that Sub-CX-, X  ) c X for each k20.    Hence 

Subao(X1, X  ) CX.    To see the reverse containment,  we have 
GO 

subtsubjx^ x2), x2J - sub[u sub^x^ x2), x2]. 

CO 

Let L« be in X and T a substitution of L by languages of U Sub (X , X ). 

Since Z. is finite, there exists n£0 such that T(a) is in U Sub, (X , X ) 
^2 o        k    •L      2 

m 
for each a in Z .    Therefore T(L ) is in Sub[U Sub, (X , X ), X   ]  = 

c c Q K     X       2 2 

3übm+l(£l' £2) C ^co^l' X2)-    ^^ 
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SubESubJX^ £2), Xg] c SubJX^ £2), 

so that £ C Sub^CX^ X2). 

Definition.    A family X is substitution closed If Sub(X,X) = X.    The • 

substitution closure of X is the smallest substitution closed family X^ 

contfiining X. 

Clearly X„ exists. 

Theorem k.l.  (a)    For each family X, X^ = Suboe(X,X). 

(b)    If X is a symmetric family such that X C Sub(X,X),  then Xoo= Sub^CX^X). 

Proof,    (a)    Since X^ is substitution closed and contains X,  it is closed 

under substitution in X.    By Lemma 4.2,  Suboo(X,X) S X^. 

To complete the proof of (a),   it suffices to show that Sub^XjX) is < 

substitution closed.    [For this will imply that X^ S Sub^X^X).]    Since t 

Sub^CX^X) is the closure of X under substitution in X, 

Sub[Sub00(X,X),  Subo(X,X)] - Cub[SubJX^X), X] E süb^ (X,X). 

Continuing by induction,   assvime riX) and that Sub[Sub (X,X)r   Sub.(X,X)] C Sub (X,X) 
1      n-1 J 

for all 0 ^ j < n.    Then for X    =   (j    sub (X,X), 
J=o        J 

n-1 
Sub[SubOT(X,X), I'] -   U    Sub[Suboo(X,X),  Sub (X,X)] 

.3=0 J 

C  SubJX^). 

Furthermore,   Sub (X,X) = Sübiz',Z).    Thus 

Sub[Sub(X,X),  SubM(X,X)] = Sub[Subffi(X,X),   SubCX^X)] 

C  Sub(Sub[Subeo(X,X),X/],  X), 

by (a) of Proposition 1.1, ' 

= Sub[SubCD(X,X), X] 

=  Sub,(X,X). 
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Hence the Iriuction is extended.    Eierefore 

SublSub^CX,^),   3iibk(X,X)jc Sub^CX^X) 

for all IcsO,  so that 

Sub[Suboo(X,X),   SubJX^)] =   U Sub[Sub00(X,X),  Subv(X,X)] 
k=o K 

= SubjX^). 

(b)    Since X^ is substitution closed and contains X,   it is closed under 

X substitution.    By Lemma k.l,  Sub^X^X) S X^. 

To complete the proof of (b),   it suffices to show that Sub (X,X) is 

substitution closed.    By hypothesis,  Sub0(X,X) = X = Sub (X,X).    Ihus 

Subk(X,X) S Subk+1(X,X) for all fcfeO.    Hence Subk+1(X;X) = Sub[X,  S'jbk(X,X)j 

k+1 
for all feO.   Obviously Sub     (X,X) is symmetric for all löO.    By Lemma k.l, 

Sub[X,  Sub^X^X)] = Sub[Sub0(X,X), Sub^X)] 

C Sub^X^X). 

Continxiing by induction,  assume that 

Sub[Subk(X,X),  M)*(X,X)] C 8Üb*(X,X) 

for 0 ^ k < n,  nsl.    Ihen 

Sub[3ubn(X,X),  Sub^X^X)] = Sub[Sub(X,   Sub""^^)), Sub^X^)] 

- Sub[X,   Sub(Subn'1(X,X),   güb"(X,X))], 

by Proposition 1.1, 

C Sub[X,   Sub^CXjX)] 

B Sub^CX^). 

Therefore the induction is extended,   so that 

Sub[Subk(X,X),  Sub^X)]^ 8A*(X,X). 

Now let L be in Sub (X,X) and T a substitution on Z,  by languages in 
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Sub^Cil,!)  =   U  Subk(X,X).    There exists nfiiO such that T(a)  is In   Ü Subk(i:,£)  " 
k=o k=o 

Sub^X,!) for each a in 1^.    Thus T(L)  is in Sub[Subm(X,X),  Sub^CX^X)].    Hence 

SuMSub'V^X),  Sub00(X,X)]=   U Süb[Sub (X,X),  Sub(X,X)] % 
k=o 

c 3üb*(X,X), 

completing the proof. 

We do not know to what extent the hypotheses in the theorems of Section 4 

can be weakened.    In particular, we do not know if the hypothesea of Theorem h.l 

car. be weakened.     In general,   (b) of Theorem 4.1 is not yalid without some 
CD 

hypotheses on X,   i.e.,  Sub (C,X)  is not always substitution closed.    For example, 

let X  = {{ab)/a,b in L).    Ihen Sub^X^)  consists of all words of length 2n for 

all nal.    However,  the substitution closure of X contains la i for each a in L. 

The rest of this section is concerned with relations between the rarious ^ 

substitution closures and AFL. 

Theorem 4.2.     Tf X1 and X    are AFL,   then so are Sub (X      X  ) 

and FAfcJX,,  X  ).     If,   in addition,  X1 is full,  then so are Sub00(X1, Xg) and Sub^CX^X^ 

Proof.    Since X    contains (a)  for each a in Z,  Sub (X^,  X  )  = 

SubCX^  Subk"1(X1, Xg)).    Similarly,   Sub^X^ Ig)  = SubUub^X^  Xg), Xg). 

By TJieorem 2.1 and induction.   Sub (X , X  ) and Subk(X , X  ) are AFL for all 

k (and are full if X.,  is full, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.1).    Therefore 

Sub00^, X2)  and SubJX^ X2)  are AFL (and full if X1 is full). 

From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we get 

Corollary.    For each (full) AFL X,  X^ = SubC0(X,X)  = Suboo(X,X)  and is a(full)   AFL. 
CO • 

Remarks.    (l) For AFL X,  and X ,  Sub (X,, X ) and Sub^X , X ) are not necessarily 

4 
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the seme.    For let £    = R   and SL    be the family of context-free lang".ages. 

Ihus Sdhm{Zv X2) = X2,  S^J.Z^,  Z2) - Zv   and tj Z^ 

(2)    For well-knovn \FL there arise the general problems of ' bifying" 

Sub00^,   X2) and SubJX^ Xg). 

Theorem U.3.    Let X be an e-free (or arbitrary)  symmetric family of languages 

containing R    and such that either Sub(R . X) c X or Sub(X,  R ) c X.     Ttien 

AFUX^) = [APL(X)]aB(ar AFLf(Xj = [AFL^X)^). 

Proof.    We shall prove the theorem fc • the e-free case,  an analogous argument 

holding for the arbitrary Z case. 

Note that since R^C X and RoC AFL(X),  X S Sub(X,X) and AFL(X)C  Sub[AFL(X),AFL(X)]. 

Hence,  for each n> 0, 

(*)   Subn(X,X) = si&[aübn-1(x,x), X] 

and    (**)     Subn[AFL(X),   AFL(X)]  = Sub(Subn_1[AFL(X),  AFL(X)],  AFL(X)). 

We first show that for each n*0,  AFL[Sub (X,X) ] = Sub  [AFL(X),   AFL(.C)]. 

For n = 0,  AFL[ Subn(X,X) ] = AFL(X)  = Su^tAFLCX),  AFL(X)].     Continuing by 

induction,   suppose n>0   and that AFL[Sub _1(X,X)]= Sub ^[AFLCX),  AFL(X)]. 

Ihen 

AFL[Subn(X,X)]  = AFI^SublSub^ AZ,Z),  X]),  by (*), 
^ (17) 

= Sub(AFL[Subn_1(X,X)],   AFL(X)],  by Theorem 3.1, 

» Sub(Subn_1[AFL{X),  AFL(X)],  AFL(X)),  by induction, 

= Subn[AFL(X),  AFL(X)],  by (**), 

extending the induction. 

^   ''Since X is symmetric.  Sub   ,(X,X) is symmetric.    If Sub(R0, X) S Z,  then 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are obviously satisfied.    Suppose Sub(X,  R ) c £. 
A simple induction,   using Proposition 1.1,   shows that Sub[ Subj-(X,X),  R  ] S 
Subk(X,x)  for each kau.    Thus,  in this case also,  the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied. 
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To complete the proof,   we see that AFL^)  = AFLfSub^J^X) ]  = 

AFL[Ü Sub {£,£)] =U AFL[Sub (X,X] = U Sub [AFL(£),  AFL(X)] = [AFL(x)]   . 
xi   u        n       11       n   u 

Corollary. If I is a substitution closed AFL, then the full AFL generated by 

X is also substitution closed. 

Proof. By Theorem k.3,   [AFL^X)^ = AFLjX^).  Since X is substitution closed, 

X^ = X. Hence [AFL^X)]^ = AFLf(X), so that AFLf(X)i3 substitution closed. 

Our final theorem provides a criterion for X to be an AFL even if X 
00 

is not. 

Theorem h.k.  (a) Let X be a family of languages containing L.  for every finite 

Z   = £ and such that 3ub(7 , l) S X.    ihen X^ is an AFL if and only if 

Horn (XAft) C X 

(b)    Let X be a family of languages containing £.  for every finite 

Z1 = Z and such that Sub^, X) c X.    ihen X^ is a full AFL if and only If 

Hom(XA(i) C 2^,  or equivalent!/,   if and only if XAß c J^. 

Proof,  (a)  Suppose X^, is an AFL.     Then Horn (X A R) c X  .    Since £ C £ . 
.    mmmmm     — * ' ** 00 J» ^       00 ' 00 00 ' 

Horn (XAR) c Horn (X A (?) s X  . 

To prove the sufficiency, assume Hom (XAR) c X . Let L be in R . 7 r o» o 
+ + 

Then Z^ is in X,  so that L = ILDL = Hom (XA ft) c X^.    Ihus ft   c X^.    Since 

X    is substitution closed, 
00 ' 

Sub(R , X ) c Sub(X , X  )c £ 
*       Q' CD' »      CO' CO' 00 

and 

SubCX^, Ro) C SubCX», X,,) = X^. 

Thus,   to show that X^ is   an AFL,   it  suffices to verify that 

X«A R = X    and KwU) = Z.    Since (X A ft) (j Horn U) S Horn (X A ft), it 
oo ro j'^oo oo *ro' >»xoo' T^'OO 
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suffices to show that Horn (£ A R) c X  . 

We first show that Horn [Sub (X.X) A R] C X    for each raO.    For n ■ 0, r       n    '   ' 00 

Horn [Sub (X,X)A R] = Horn (X Aft) c X , by hypothesis.    Assume n>0 and 
r        n r i-l 

Horn [Sub.(X,X) A R] c X^ for all J,  0 s J < n.    Let X' -   Ü    Sub (X^X, .    Ihen 
J J=o       J 

Hom (X'A R) S X^ and,  by definition,   Sub (X,/)  = SübCX^X).    Therefore 

Horn [Sub  (X,X) AR] = Hom [SubCX^X) A R] 

C Homit(Sub[(X/AR), Sub(^o, X) A R]), by Lemma 2.1, 

C Horn (Sub[(X/A R), XA R]),   since Sub(y ,  X) c £, 

B Sub[Hom1((X
/A R A R), Homr(Sub(yo, X A R))], by Lemma ^ 2, 

C Sub[Xa3, Homr(Sub(7o, X A R))], 

since R A R = R and Horn (X'A R) c X  . J* * ' 00 

Now 

Hom [Sub(? ,  X AR)] = Hom [Sub(y A R,  X AR)]    since 7 Aft «^ 7, 
ro ro o " 

C HomrHcmr[ Sub(yo,   Sub(7o, X)) AR],  by Lemma 3.1, 

C Homr[Sub(7o,  X) A R],  since Sub(y , X) = X 

and Hom Horn   = Hom , r      r r' 

S Hom (X AR) r 

= '»• 

Iherefore 

Horn [Sub  (X,X) A R] c Sub(X , X  ) 

00' 

so that the induction is extended. 

To complete the proof, we have 
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Homr(£ooA R)  = Homr([jyoSubJ(X,i:)A «],  by Theorem h.l, 

= Horar(jyo[SubJ(X,X) A «]) 

- £ . 00 

(b) It suffices to show that "only if." Thus assume either 

Hom(.CAft) = X^ or X AR c X^. Clearly Jl = X^. Thus X^ is closed under arbitrary 

homomorphism since it is closed under substitution. Hence Hom(XAR)c X if 

XAft = X^. (Obviously, X AR c X^ if Hom(XAR) S X^.) By (a), X^ is an AFL. 

Since X^ is closed under arbitrary homomorphism, it is a full AFL. 

The above theorem gives another proof of the following result [6]. 

Corollary. The x-amily of derivation-bounded languages is a full AFL. 

Proof. It is known [6] that the family of derivation-bounded languages is the 

substitution closure of -Cn^-» the family of linear context-free languages. 

Since X . contains R and is closed under intersection with regular sets, and 

Sub(7 , JCJJ-) C ^TW the substitution closure of X   is a full AFL by 

Theorem k.k. 
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